Identify that Body Part by Cesar Milan (modified for GA activity)

Enlist your dog’s help in encouraging the children’s language development. Even before they begin speaking, tots between the ages of one and two can start to identify body parts. Once you ask the children to identify some of their own body parts, like their nose, eyes, and ears, help them find those same body parts on your dog. And you’ll also be able to introduce many new words: fur, paws, and tail.Tip: Watch out for tail-pulling when it comes time for identifying that body part!

Use the round white sticker dots that came in your ACT kit, and ask the children to take turns putting a dot on your dog’s body part, and naming that part. Don’t forget neck, back, shoulder, belly, chest, toenails, and thigh.

If your dog has long fur, you can bring a stuffed dog or check out one from the GA office.

After the activity give each child a paw print on their hand or a sticker for their shirt!

Pin the body part on the body
Have children draw a dog or use a picture of dog. Have children label the correct body part.